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Territorial identity involves both the place attachment and belonging and the politics of territorial
planning. Various types of identity (place, urban, regional, national, cultural, personal, community, etc.) have
been proven to contribute to the identity of place, as these are viewed in relation to its historical heritage and
characteristics. At the same time, local identity harbours emotional and symbolic meanings people ascribe to
a sense of self and attachment to place.
This special issue starts from a relational, dynamic, and participatory notion of territorial identity.
Therefore, it will host the results of original empirical and theoretical scientific research on territorial identity
and its representations as constructed through discourses and practices.
We welcome contributions on the following topics of interest, but not limited to these:
• Representations of territorial identity and development: discourses, images, practices
• Heritage management
• Perceptions of territorial identity at various levels
• Constructing, preserving and promoting territorial identities
• Place/regional attachment in time
• (Re)defining place meaning and topophilia
• Territorial identity and territorial planning

•
•
•
•

Territorial identity and public policy
Territorial identity and formal and informal education
Theoretical contributions for the study of territorial identity within the discourse of Cultural
Geography
Research methodology for the study of territorial identity

Please submit your full papers to: ilovanoana@yahoo.com, marinelaistrate75@yahoo.com
Deadline for full papers: February 25th 2021
Online First publication – all manuscripts that are accepted for publication after revisions will be
published online (DOI included) and they will be fully citable.
Article Processing Charges – associated with the publication in the Journal of Settlements and Spatial
Planning - 150Euro/article.

